EARTHFLEX™
FLEXIBLE GROUND MOUNT DELINEATOR SYSTEM
TD5500 MODEL

DEPENDABLE PRODUCT WITH NEW DESIGN INNOVATIONS

FEATURES:
- Unique Earthflex™ hinge system allows for repeated high speed vehicle and tire impacts and return post to its original position.
- The most flexible, durable, impact-resistant marker designed to withstand the extremes of hot or cold weather.
- High visibility delineation ideal for marking highways, on/off ramps, curves, boundary lines, and parking lots can be ordered in various colors and lengths.
- Insertion of the two-piece post and hinge into the soil anchor requires no tools reducing installation and maintenance costs.
- The galvanized steel soil anchor can be driven into compacted soils with commonly used tools.
- If post replacement becomes necessary, the soil anchor and hinge remain in the ground; simply remove two bolts, replace post, and reattach bolts to complete replacement.

Round posts can be flattened on top for dual sided application of reflective sheeting, decals, numbers or letters to use as a guidepost, hazard, boundary, utility or message marker.

FEATURES:

- 3" wide, various lengths

- 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 78" & other lengths per your specifications.

- Galvanized Steel Soil Anchor w/Closed End
- PSST Soil Anchor

- PSST anchor is available by special order only

- Available in 18" & 24" Lengths

- Made in USA

info@wctproducts.com | 13309 Beach Ave. Marina del Rey, CA 90292 | Phone: 800-WCT-PROD (800-928-7763) | Fax: 310-306-9343
The TD5500 Earthflex™ posts are currently available in white, orange and yellow. Three D Traffic Works can manufacture this product to your desired color.

**MANUAL DRIVING TOOL**
Available upon request

**TD5500 MODEL**
**TWO PIECE FLEXIBLE GROUND MOUNT DELINEATOR**
**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Post Length: 42” to 78” or to your specifications.
- Post Shapes: 2.250” Round, 3.000” Round and 3.000” Flat.
- Post Material: Impact modified and UV resistant recycled polymer from 100% Post-Consumer Recycled HDPE.

- Sheeting sizes to your specifications.
  All sheeting complies with ASTM 4956.01 standards.

- Galvanized Steel Soil Anchors are available in 8", 12", 14" and 18" lengths, either open or closed end styles.
- Galvanized PSST Anchors are available in either 1.750 or 2.000 square sizes and in 18" and 24" lengths or special order custom lengths.

**The Earthflex "S" hinge is available in either 1.750 square or 2.000 square sizes.**

**Reduced installation and maintenance costs!**
No tools required to insert the Earthflex post and hinge into either the PSST soil anchor or the galvanized soil anchor.

**Fasteners commonly used for Earthflex PSST anchors are ordered separately.**

**Post Fasteners:**
- 2 Type BB 1/4” Bolts with Hex Head and 2 Nylar Lock Nuts with Washers.
- All hardware is Zinc Plated
- This kit is standard with each order.
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